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Chateau Lascombes 
 
 
In the late 1600s, Chateau Margaux records that its wine was blended from 
not only its own vines, but those that came in the form of feudal dues from 
tenants across its wider lands in Margaux. The best plots, according to 
documents in the archives, came from a close neighbour Antoine de 
Lascombes. 
 
Awarded a ranking just one below Margaux in 1855, this Second Growth 
(Deuxième Cru Classé) has the highest production of any Margaux estate, 
with 500,000 bottles per year, divided between Chateau Lascombes, its 
second wine Chevalier de Lascombes and the AOC Haut-Medoc (also bottled 
under the Lascombes name). 
 
In July 2011, Lascombes was sold for €200 million, and after 50 years in 
English or American ownership, passed back into French hands in the form of 
insurance group MACSF. At the time, new owner Marcel Kahn made a lot of 
locals happy when he spoke about being ‘a French company investing in a 
piece of French heritage’. 
 
Over the centuries, however, Lascombes has suffered a bumpy ride. Just in 
terms of vineyard alone, it has gone from 27 hectares in 1866 to a tiny 12 
hectare in 1951, up to 50 hectares in 2004. The last decade has seen 
aggressive planting and purchasing, as well as renting 27 hectares of AOC 
Margaux from neighbouring Chateau Martinens, bringing it up to 117 hectares 
today.  It also has 6 hectares of AOC Haut-Medoc. 
 
The chateau has managed to rack up a large number of ownership changes 
also – staying in the Lascombes family until just after the French Revolution in 
1789, then passing through a good dozen owners until the modern era began 
with its purchase by American wine writer Alexis Lichine in 1952 (with 
investment from financier David Rockerfeller), then UK drinks giant Bass 
Charrington in 1971, and American investment group Colony Capital in 2001. 
 
All have made their mark, most notably Colony, who invested heavily in the 
vineyard expansion and in fully renovating the cellars, installing a four-level, 
gravity-led vat room and barrel cellar that remains one of the most modern in 
Bordeaux. They also installed the current team, who will remain with the new 
owners – headed up by Dominique Befve, with Michel Rolland as consultant. 
This is confident, contemporary-style Margaux, with ripe fruit and a silky 



mouthfeel. A usual blend is 50% Merlot, 45 % Cabernet Sauvignon and 5% 
blnd of Cabernt France and Petit Verdot, aged for 18 months in oak, that 
ranges from 70-90% new.  
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